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5.5.4 Beta May 12 Fix empty box app on Android P DP2 Preview Minor Fixes and Optimization Full-set, performance-driven, home screen. Don't take any substitutes! Nova Launcher is the top launcher for modern Android, covering full material design throughout. Nova Launcher replaces your home screen with one you control and can
customize. Change icons, layouts, animations, and more. Nova Launcher Prime Features :Gestures - Swipe, pinch, double tap and more on your home screen to open your favorite apps Read Graphs - Never miss a message. Unread counting icons for Hangouts, SMS, Gmail and more with TeslaUnread pluginCustom Drawer Groups -
Create new tabs or folders in the app boxhide Apps - Keep a clean app drawer, hiding never used appsIcon Swipes - Install custom actions to swipe at app labels or foldersMore scrolling effects - such as Wipe, Accordion, and ThrowMod Lite Info:Languages: English, Russian, Ukrainian.Optimized Graphics/ CipalinRUction: 1. Remove the
previous version of Nova Launcher and Tesla Unread plug.2 Install Nova Launcher and Tesla Unread plugin from my package (not from Google Play). 3. Enjoy! This is a corrected version, fully unlocked basic features. A prime key is required. If your ROM came with Nova Launcher you will have to remove it before installing this Nova
Launcher beta build to include new features and settings before they are released to all users. They are not tested so thoroughly and cannot be so reliable. Beta builds are best suited for users who don't mind making the situation a little unstable. You can get started with Nova Beta builds either by opting as a tester on Google Play or
downloading APK from the link below. Here's how to sign up for the beta channel on Google Play: Beta is building work as a direct update to the existing Nova Launcher installation and doesn't require you to remove Nova's stable build in the first place. All betas are compatible with Nova Prime and its features. For betas installed outside
the Play Store, you can upgrade from Nova Settings to the Nova Launcher Version beta. You can also include an automatic update check in this menu. Nova Launcher Beta Discord Community Download the latest beta apk Download stable APK Changelog 6.2.14 BETA Sep 1, 2020 New adaptive icon shaped flower, pebble and ship
from Android 11 Pentagon, hexagon, heptathlon and Octagon bug fixes and optimization 6.2.13 BETA May 19, 2020 New adaptive flower shape icon from Android 11 Pre DP4 Pre-DP 11 Pre-DP actual hexagon, and heptagon error fix and optimization 6.2.12 Apr 10, 2020 6.2.11 BETA Apr 1, 2020 6.2.10 BETA Mar 26, 2020 6.2.9 January
29, 2020 6.2.8 BETA Jan 24, 2020 2020 6.2.7 BETA January 23, 2020 6.2.6 January 10, 2020 6.2.5 BETA January 7, 2020 Home / Forums / Razer Armory / Mobile / Dismiss Notice Some Razer services were affected due to unique circumstances Created. We apologise for any inconvenience caused and appreciate your understanding
at this critical time. Discussion in Mobile began DRNORDGREN, February 4, 2019. 46841 46639 Flow Status: Not open for further answers. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Stream status: Not open to further answers. Changing the way you run looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In
fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with
great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster
oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings on the Page 2 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has
support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other
features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you
want Backup settings in the Page 3 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and
users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps Great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include scrolling dock, customizable box, the ability to place widgets in
the dock, as well as powerful backup and recovery system for your settings. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 4 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova
Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which
means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular
launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings on the Page 5 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is
much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose
from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of
themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 6 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new
launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for applications with great accuracy, there themes to choose from, and it's very quick. Other features included in Nova Launcher include scrolling dock, customizable app
drawer, apps, The ability to place widgets in the dock, as well as powerful backup and recovery system for your settings. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup cloud settings Page 7 Changing the way the startup
looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For
example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and
customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 8 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users
may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great
accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange
icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you wantbackup customization on the Page 9 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for
many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for applications with great accuracy, there are thousands to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features
included in Nova Launcher include scrolling dock, customizable app drawer, opportunity Place widgets in the dock, as well as a powerful backup and recovery system for your settings. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want
Backup settings on the Page 10 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and
users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the
ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons in any way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 11 cloud changing the way the launch looks important to users
and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet
positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system.
Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 12 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the
fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of
themes choice, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include scrolling dock, customizable app drawer, opportunity widgets in the dock, as well as a powerful backup and recovery system for settings. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons in any way you like itChoose out thousands of
themesArrange dock however you wantBackup settings in the Page 13 cloud changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new
launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll,
a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons in any way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you wantBackup settings on the Cloud Page 14 Changing the way the
launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For
example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and
customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want a backup setting in the Page 15 cloud changing the way you run looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may
be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for applications with great
accuracy, there are thousands to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include scrolling dock, customizable app drawer, and the ability to place in the dock, as well as a powerful backup and recovery system for your settings. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons in
any way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you wantBackup customization in the Page 16 cloud changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many
other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included
in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons in any way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you wantBackup
settings in the Page 17 cloud changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be
able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place
widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup customization on the Page 18 cloud changing the way you run looks important to users and Nova
Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which
means you can move icons for applications with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes on and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include scrolling dock, customizable app drawer, ability to place widgets in dock, as well as a powerful backup and recovery system for your settings. Change the regular launcher
with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings on the Cloud Page 19 Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much
more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from,
and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of
themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 20 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The
new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station
scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 21 cloud changing the way
you run looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For
example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other Included in Nova Launcher include a scroll dock, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in and powerful backup and system recovery for your settings.
Change the regular launcher with better and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 22 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact
that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of
themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out
thousands of themesArrange dock however you want a backup setting in the Page 23 cloud changing the way you run looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular
launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features included in Nova Launcher include a
docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Changing the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 24 cloud
changing the way you run looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers. The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting
things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast. Other features Nova Launcher includes a scrolling dock, a customizable app box, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and powerful backup and recovery
system for settings. Change the regular launcher with better and faster oneArrange icons the way you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you wantBackup settings in the Page 25 cloud Changing the way the startup looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be
surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features that are regular launchers.   The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy,
there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast.   Other features included in Nova Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Change the regular launcher with the best and faster oneArrange icons the way
you like itChoose out thousands of themesArrange dock however you want Backup settings in the Page 26 cloud Changing the way the launch looks important to users and Nova Launcher is one of the best alternatives. In fact, users may be surprised by the fact that this app is much more complex and has support for many other features
that are regular launchers.   The new launcher is very customizable and users will be able to do all sorts of interesting things with it. For example, it uses subnet positioning, which means you can move icons for apps with great accuracy, there are thousands of themes to choose from, and it's very fast.   Other features included in Nova
Launcher include a docking station scroll, a customizable app drawer, the ability to place widgets in the dock, and a powerful backup and customization system. Change the regular launcher with a better and faster oneArrange icons any way you like itChoose from thousands of themesArrange dock however you want a Backup setup to
cloud cloud
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